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Commodity Outlook
Sector

Driver

Grains &
Oilseeds

Global corn and wheat outlooks remain neutral to slightly bullish, with declining stocks and falling YOY
production seen as supportive for prices. Global soybean markets remain bearish due to a forecast
record 89.6 million tonnes of stocks for 2015.

Dairy

Global dairy commodity prices retreated over the past month. On the other hand, most of Australia’s
dairying regions received some rain resulting in favourable pasture growth conditions late in the season.

Beef

If forecast rain eventuates, cattle prices are expected to continue their upward trend.

Sheepmeat

Sheep prices are expected to remain firm, with strong export demand supporting lamb prices and a
reduction in sheep numbers, along with resulting contraction in supply supporting mutton prices.

Sugar

International currency movement and large stocks likely to continue pressuring ICE #11 prices in the
near term.

Cotton

Some improvement in the ICE #2 has been underpinned by reduced plantings announced by the USDA.
Rabobank expects global cotton prices to show further modest improvement through 2015.

Wool

The upward trend for the EMI prior to the Easter recess has further strengthened as the index holds at
seasonal highs over AU1,100c/kg clean. Bale offerings have been up on the same period last year
providing positive demand signals, which should support prices in the near term.

Wine

Chinese bottled wine imports from Australia fell, but prices rose in 2014.

Fertiliser

Ample export supply from China is keeping the global urea market well-balanced. The market is expected
to remain supply-driven in the short term.

FX

RBA is holding fire on interest rates, but a move is expected in Q2 2015.

Oil

A global oil glut is continuing to cap any major price movements, but concerns about Iran and turmoil in
Yemen have impacted oil markets.
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Climate
March rainfall was above-average across large parts of WA and
Tasmania. Much of southeastern Australia and Queensland was
particularly dry.

ENSO Tracker status

Despite the El Niño warning, the Australian Bureau of Meteorology’s
national rainfall outlook shows that most of mainland Australia is
likely to be wetter than normal from now until June.
The chances of El Niño occurring in 2015 have increased. As a
result, the ENSO Tracker has been raised to El Niño ALERT,
indicating at least a 70% chance of El Niño occurring this year.

Australian rainfall deciles: March 2015

Chance of exceeding median rainfall: April-June 2015
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Grains & Oilseeds
Market outlook

Australian canola prices

Currently in the beginning stages, planting of the Australian
2015/16 winter crop will start in earnest later this month, while
conditions across many cropping regions have improved with recent
rains. Large parts of Western Australia are likely to see increased
planted acreage YOY, with the BOM forecasting above-average
rainfall through much of southern Australia in Q2 2015.
A relatively low canola-to-wheat price ratio of 1.6:1 contributes to
our view of a reduction of canola acres, with increases to both
barley and wheat acreage expected in 2015.
Global soybean markets remain bearish due to a forecast record
89.6 million tonnes of stocks in 2015. Our global corn and wheat
outlooks remain neutral to slightly bullish, with declining stocks and
falling YOY production expected to support prices through 2015.

Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2015

Global wheat prices
What to watch:

• Weather, weather & weather! EU, US and Black Sea
winter wheat crops are all in relatively good condition,
and the Northern Hemisphere harvest is fast
approaching. The global wheat balance sheet is the
tightest of the major commodities in the grain &oilseed
complex, meaning that wheat prices remain susceptible
to weather events, driving sharp volatility through prices.

• Continue to monitor the ENSO tracker which currently
sits at El Niño Alert status.
Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2015
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Dairy
Market outlook

World dairy prices
6,000

Chinese dairy importers remained sidelined. Latest data shows
Chinese dairy imports in February decreased 36%, compared to the
same month last year.
While it appears the worst of supply-and-demand fundamentals
have passed, it will take some time for lower prices to unlock
consumption growth and drive stronger buying from markets
outside of Russia and China (which remain weak).
Most of Australia’s dairying regions received some rain, resulting in
favourable pasture growth conditions late in the season.

5,500
5,000
USD/tonne FOB

Global dairy commodity prices retreated over the past month.
Supply-side factors were the main reason as dry conditions in New
Zealand eased. These were combined with an expected increase in
EU milk flows as production quotas were removed from 1 April.
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Source: USDA, Rabobank, 2015

Production growth in key exporting regions:
What to watch:

• Milk production in the United States has remained strong, but
prolonged drought is now starting to impact milk

production in the largest producing state, California. (Milk
flows were down 3.8% in February.) A quicker-than-expected
slowdown in US milk production would impact the global
balance.

Latest month

Last 3 months

EU

-1.7% (February)

-0.6%

US

1.7% (February)

2.4%

Argentina

-1.3% (February)

-0.7%

Australia

6.4% (February)

1.3%

NZ

+2% (est. 10 months to March 2015)
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Beef

The EYCI picked up again in early April, reflecting recent rainfall,
and was at AUc 433/kg cwt on 9 April. Following similar wet
conditions in March 2014, the EYCI increased 20% in the space of a
month.
Saleyard prices across all categories (except feeder steers) saw
improvement from mid-March, off the back of above-average
rainfall through NSW, SE Queensland and into Victoria. With a
greater than 60% chance of rainfall exceeding averages for most of
these areas over the next couple of months, prices are expected to
remain strong.
February figures show cattle slaughter numbers and production up
3% and 5%, respectively, YOY. Calf slaughter and production
decreased 15% and 14%, respectively, YOY for February, showing
signs of a reduced breeding herd.
March exports picked up, to be 16% higher YOY again, with strong
growth in the US and Japanese markets. Exports are taking a much
larger proportion of production. Exports in February 2015 were
71% of production, compared to 63% of production in February
2013.
The Indonesian Q2 quota was announced at 250,000 head, which is
a big improvement on the 100,000 quota for Q1. The low Q1 quota
has meant that a number of Indonesian feedlots are running low on
stock and will need to rapidly import cattle, allowing for the general
90 days on feed before the peak consumption period at the end of
Ramadan and beginning of Lebaran in mid-July.

Eastern Young Cattle Indicator (EYCI)
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Source: MLA, Rabobank, 2015

What to watch:

• Restocker interest if rains eventuate in southern
Australia: above-average rainfall in the south may
prompt restockers to enter the market, pushing prices
higher.

• Rabo’s beef analyst from the US, Don Close will be
presenting to NSW and QLD clients on the US beef
industry.

• Beef Australia 2015 in Rockhampton, a major event
on the Australian beef calendar in the first week of May.
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Sheepmeat
Market outlook

Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator Price (ESTLI)

Lamb slaughter picked up 10% in February YOY, to 1.9 million
head. Sheep slaughter was 20% lower YOY, at 852,000 head,
closer to the five-year average. The large reduction is a result of
reduced numbers in NSW and, to a lesser extent, Victoria, SA and
WA.

Lamb exports have seen an increasing trend in the last three years,
but with a 22% increase YOY for March—principally due to a 37%
YOY to the Middle East—lamb exports are now sitting at almost
double the five-year average.
Lamb exports to the Middle East
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Source: MLA, Rabobank, 2015

What to watch:

• Lamb exports to the Middle East set a new record

7,000

tonnes swt

600

AUD c/kg cwt

The ESTLI is hovering around the five-year average and was sitting
at AUc 543/kg in early April. Saleyard prices across all classes
picked up through late March and into April, following rainfall
through southeastern Australia. Over the hooks prices have
remained firm through the beginning of the year, indicating strong
processing and export demand.

in March. While not extraordinary compared to monthly

6,000

figures late last year, it is out of the ordinary for the
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first half of the year.
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Sugar
ICE #11 prices
20

International sugar prices remained under pressure through the last
month, surpassing the lows for the year, to plunge to sub-USc 12/lb
at the end of March. There has been some modest recovery in early
April, although upside is expected to be limited in the near term.

Global stocks also continue to weigh on the market, while betterthan-expected production across Brazil, India and Thailand has
seen Rabobank revise the expected deficit in 2015/16, from 1.8
million tonnes raw value to just 0.7 million tonnes.
Concerns locally have started to emerge, as below-average rainfall
continues into April for many of the key growing regions.

18

USD c/lb

Currency remains central to the downward pressure on the ICE
#11, as the Brazilian real weakness persists and forecasts maintain
weakness through 2015.
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Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2015

Index (100 = July 2014)

Currency weakness not consistent across all producers
115

What to watch:

105

• The revision of the El Niño status to ALERT and the
likelihood of an event in mid-2015 increasing to a 70%

95

chance will exacerbate the drier conditions being

85

experienced in North Queensland.

75
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BRL/USD
ICE #11 May '15 in BRL terms
ICE#11 in THB terms
Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2015
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AUD/tonne

Market outlook

Cotton
Global cotton prices

The Australian harvest has been recording strong yields through
Queensland and Northern NSW as the cotton pick moves South. This
has solidified industry expectations of exceeding 2 million bales in 2015.
During the month, global cotton prices hit their highest levels since
September 2014, with the ICE #2 reaching USc 66.73/lb. This
improvement was underpinned by confirmation from the USDA of a
significant reduction in prospective planting to 9.55 million acres
down 13.5 percent YOY.
Chinese total imports—although tracking some 44% down YOY—are
expected to reach 8 million bales. Australian exports YTD have shown
a 38% fall in shipments to China, which now currently represent just
over half of our total exports, down from 64% in 2013/14.
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Market outlook
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COTLOOKA Index

ICE #2 Futures

Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2015

Australian cotton lint exports 2014/15 YTD (Feb)
India
Korea 4%
6%

Other
6%

What to watch:

• Rainfall patterns forecast across much of Eastern
Australia over the coming few weeks may stall harvest
efforts across NSW.

Bangladesh
7%

• While this could constrain yield in the short term, it

Thailand
7%

China
51%

should not have a major impact on the overall volume
and quality of the season.

Indonesia
9%
Vietnam
10%
Source: ABS, Rabobank, 2015
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Wool
Australian Eastern Market Indicator

The wool market is optimistic that the upward trend for the EMI
prior to the Easter recess will continue. The index remains at
seasonal highs over AUc 1,100/kg clean and strongly outperforming
prices this time last year, which had dipped below AUc 1,000/kg
clean.

Strong bale offerings have been recorded in the three weeks
leading up to the recess, up almost 20,000 bales compared to the
corresponding sale weeks last year.
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Market outlook
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The divergence in the market remains, with merino cardings and
30+ micron indicators at 20-year highs. Over 91% of wools broader
than 28 micron have been exported to China this season through
February, lifting from the drop of broad wool recorded in 2013/14,
when just 82% of that type went to China.
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Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2015
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What to watch:

• How much wool is being stored on-farm? Volumes
offered tend to fall away as we move toward season’s
end.

• If prices continue to hold relatively strongly, we will be
closely monitoring how the bale offerings reflect the
market demand.

AU c/kg clean
Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2015

US c/kg clean
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Wine

The Chinese market for imported still bottled wine, Australia’s fourth
largest export market, continued to display only modest volume
growth in 2014. Bottled wine import volumes grew by 3.3% over the
course of the year, but their corresponding value fell for the second
consecutive year, on this occasion by 1.1%.

China wine imports: MAT December 2014
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Once again, lower-priced offerings found the most support in 2014, as
the general slowdown in the economy and the government’s anticorruption drive continued to weigh on the market. The ongoing
strong growth in still bottled wine imports from Chile and Spain
typifies this dynamic, while most other major countries of origin
suffered declines. Imports of Australian still bottled wines are
estimated to have fallen by roughly 1% in 2014.
Average import values for still bottled wine fell in 2014, but Australian
wines bucked the trend to record a considerable increase on the prior
year. As a result, Australian still bottled wines continued to command
the highest average value of any major country of origin in the
market.
Bulk wine imports into the Chinese market fell by 8% in volume
terms, with most major supplier countries registering declines.
Average bulk wine prices fell sharply—by 30% versus the prior year—
to their lowest level since 2007.

Italy

20
Chile

15

Spain
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5
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Average Import Price 2014 (CNY / L)

Market Outlook

0
40%

Volume change 2014 (YOY)

NB: Bubble size represents the relative volume imported from that country.
Source: China Customs c/o OeMV, Rabobank, 2015

What to watch:

• Interestingly, the hype surrounding the China wine
market boom has also coincided with a significant,
yet much less publicised revival in interest in wine
across the Sea of Japan. Rabobank’s Wine Quarterly Q2
2015 explores how the Japanese wine market has
matured since first peaking some 16 years ago.
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Fertiliser
Market outlook

Global fertiliser prices
550

Global urea benchmark prices remain weak. Ample export
supply from China is keeping the global market wellbalanced. The market is expected to remain supply-driven in
the short term.

Global potash benchmark prices remain stable. Contract
negotiations between Northern Hemisphere sellers and
Chinese buyers are nearly complete at lower-than-expected
prices.

450
USD/tonne

Global phosphate markets are quiet, and prices are facing
some downward pressure. Brazilian buyers continue to sit
on the sidelines, and Indian buyers are waiting for
confirmation of subsidy changes before making purchasing
decisions.
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DAP

Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2015

What to watch:

• Brazil and India are major importers of fertiliser. Right now,
the Brazilian market remains very quiet, with buyers
preferring to wait until the traditional start to the
season.

• Attention is on the Indian monsoon, as it will impact
demand levels for fertiliser.
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FX
Market outlook

AUD/USD: 12-month price movement

The Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) left the official cash
rate on hold at 2.25% at its meeting on 7 April 2015.
Despite the prevailing mood in the markets for another cut,
the minutes to the meeting suggest that the RBA is closely
monitoring the credit response to the historical low level of
interest rates, with some added improvement noted in the
business sector. Nevertheless, the bias in our opinion
remains towards a further cut in Q2 2015.

Australian commodity price index, past five years

Index value
(14-Apr-2014=100)
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Source: RBA, Rabobank, 2015
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What to watch:

• We forecast AUD/USD falling towards 0.70 on a
12-month view. This reflects weak domestic
economic fundamentals, soft commodity prices,
ongoing signs of slower economic growth in China,
and our view that the RBA is likely to cut interest
rates again this year against a backdrop of an
improving US economy and stronger US dollar.

Source: RBA, Rabobank, 2015
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Oil & Freight
Market outlook
A global oil glut continues to cap any major price movements, but concerns about Iran and turmoil in Yemen have
impacted oil markets.
The Baltic Dry Index remains muted at very low levels on the back of sluggish global shipping activity, with very little sign
of improvement on the radar.

Baltic Dry Index

Brent oil
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Source: Bloomberg, Rabobank, 2015
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Agri Price Dashboard
As of 15/04/2015

Unit

MOM

Current

Last month

Last year

Grains & oilseeds
CBOT wheat

USc/bushel

▼

502

514

688

CBOT soybeans

USc/bushel

▼

949

969

1,519

CBOT corn

USc/bushel

▼

371

379

498

Australian ASX EC Wheat

AUD/tonne

▲

299

297

320

Australian Canola

AUD/tonne

▼

481

483

573

Eastern Young Cattle Indicator

AUc/kg cwt

▲

437

423

355

Feeder Steer

AUc/kg lwt

▲

239

238

197

North Island Bull 300kg

NZc/kg cwt

▲

545

495

363

South Island Bull 300kg

NZc/kg cwt

▲

475

455

364

Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator

AUc/kg cwt

▲

543

516

572

North Island Lamb 17.5kg YX

NZc/kg cwt

•

515

515

529

South Island Lamb 17.5kg YX

NZc/kg cwt

▲

505

500

519

North Island Stag

NZc/kg cwt

▼

635

640

613

South Island Stag

NZc/kg cwt

▼

623

625

620

Butter

USD/tonne FOB

▼

3,475

3,975

4,150

Skim Milk Powder

USD/tonne FOB

▼

2,700

2,900

4,413

Whole Milk Powder

USD/tonne FOB

▼

2,775

3,975

4,363

Cheddar

USD/tonne FOB

▼

3,550

3,975

4,950

Beef markets

Sheepmeat markets

Venison markets

Dairy markets
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Agri Price Dashboard
As of 15/04/2015

Unit

MOM

Current

Last month

Last year

Cotton markets
Cotlook A Index

USc/lb

▲

72

68

93

ICE No.2 NY Futures (nearby contract)

USc/lb

▲

65.13

60.49

91.04

ICE Sugar No.11

USc/lb

▲

13.0

12.9

16.9

ICE Sugar No.11 (AUD)

AUD/tonne

▲

378

372

398

Australian Eastern Market Indicator

AUc/kg

▲

1,106

1,092

1,048

NZ Coarse Crossbred Indicator

NZc/kg

▼

493

499

484

NZ Fine Crossbred indicator

NZc/kg

▲

563

549

503

Urea

USD/tonne FOB

▼

275

300

325

DAP

USD/tonne FOB

▼

475

485

500

Potash

USD/tonne FOB

▲

307

305

287

Baltic Dry Index

1000=1985

▲

578

564

936

Brent Crude Oil

USD/bbl

▲

57

56

109

AUD

vs. USD

▼

0.759

0.764

0.937

NZD

vs. USD

▲

0.745

0.737

0.863

RBA Official Cash Rate

%

•

2.25

2.25

2.50

NZRB Official Cash Rate

%

•

3.50

3.50

2.75

Sugar markets

Wool markets

Fertiliser

Other

Economics/currency
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